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Abstract

A review is given of the presently existing aiarc-

scopic, seai-phenoaenologio acd phenoaenologio models used for

the description of nuclear reactions. Xheir advantages and draw -

backs are analysed. A special attention is giTen to tbe analysis

of pre-equilibrium decay phenomenological models based on the

use of master equations (time-dependent versions of ezeiton

Models, intranuclear cascade, etc.). A version of the unified

theory of nuclear reactions is discussed which makes use of

quantum Master equations for finite open systeMS. She conditions

axe formulated for the derivation of these equations froM tbe

time-dependent Schrodinger equation for the Many-body probleM.

The Tariou* «odeis of nuclear reactions used in practice are

shorn to be approximate solutions of aaster equations for finite

open systems. From this point of view the analysis is carried

out of these aodels' reliability in the description of experimen-

tal data. Possible aodifilationa are considered which provide for

better agreement between the different models and for the aore

exact description of experimental data.

I. Introduction

A general rule in theoretical physics says that u is much

simpler to describe the extreme cases than the intermediate one.

This comes from the fact that the extreae case allows to neglect

a lot in favour of one specific feature and therefore to intro-

duce a simple aodeX. The intermediate phenomena should be at any

rate an interpolation between the two extreae points which de-

mands a aore general description including both extremes only as

particular points. Therefore in speaking about the foundations

of the pre-equilibrium decay one should try to construct a ge-

neral theory which includes tbe fast direct process and the equi-

librium compound nucleus theory as particularly simple cases*

Xhua we are forced to consider in our lectures the present situa-

tion in nuclear reaction theory as a whole rather than confine

ourselves to waat is commonly known as pre-equilibrium models.

In tho first part of our course we shall briefly consider the

main classes of models used in nuclear reaction theory. In doing

this one can immediately see that these aodels might be subdivided

into two unfortunately almost nonoverlapping groups* One of these

groups contains the theoretically refined microscopic approaches

showing how the reaction theory should be done in principle. The

second group consists of the phenoaenological and seai-phenoaenolo-

gioal aodels which are used in practical calculations of nuclear

reactions. Unfortunately the pre-equilibrium models fall into the

second olaae and up to recently bed no connections with the

fundamental approaches. It was pointed by ffeshbaoh / 1 / in 1972

that "the interesting problem of incorporating the pro-equilibri-

um theory into the quntua mechanical reaction theory remains".

All this makes our task of giving the foundations of pre-equilibri

urn theory even harder, iiucky enough soae progress was done in
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this respect recently by several theoretical groups, including

ours / 2-5 /• Therefore after speaking about the existing mo-

aels in general and about phenoaenological models in particular,

wo shall explain our opinion on why do these models work. In the

last part of our course we shall speak briefly on the accuracy

of the existing Models and on possible modifications which can

nake the* work better*

In the fundaments of each proper reaction theory lies the time

-dependent Schrodinger equation for many-body system

with the proper initial and boundary conditions. In order to

desoriba •r*a the simplest case of potential scattering one

should construct the wave packets out of the solutions of the

stationary Schrodinger equation

(2)

and tras* their evolution in space and time. This is a rather

complicated mathematical procedure which is considered only in

very few ̂ eXtbOOkS (set e.g. / 6,7 / ) • Lippmann-Schwinger forma-

lism uses the approxisatica of very long (In time) wave-packets

and allows to reduce the problem to the stationary one with

specific boundary conditions. This formalism underlies the

£-matrix theory ana Vcahbach's unified reaction theory which

gave life to the majority of microscopic approaches in nuclear

reactions. In all these approaches the total Hamiltonian H is

split essentially into two parts.' H= H0^V (3)

255 The part Ho dsfinea the system of basic wave functions in the

average field, while the "residual interactions" part T defines

the transition intensities between the states of the basis. The

different choices of basis correspond to the different micro-

scopic models like Bhell-BOdel in continuum / 8 /, eigenchannel

method / 9 / , Soloviev's model of low-lying resonant states Ao/,

e tc . , but, these methods are usually too complicated for practical

use. First of all it is rather difficult to find a solution

(diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix) for a sufficiently complete

basis. Secondly, even if this basis is complete enough the

accuracy in calculated position of each resonance never exceeds

several hundred keV while the average resonance spacing D in

the majority of real nuclei is much smaller ( D ~ 1 ev for

tha medium and heavy nuclei). This leads to a paradoxt both in

theory and in experiment one can estimate the positions and

widths of the individual resonances, but the comparison is

possible only for the characteristics averaged over large groups

of resonances occupying the intervals A X >v MeV.

H . Practical approaches b*ned on semi— and pnrelT •phenomeno**

logical models.

Because of the difrioulties mentioned the practical descrip-

tion or nuclear reactions makes use of the other group of models.

Ill of them are either semi- or purely phenomenological. One of

feha most popular among the* is the optical model* It describes

the elastic oross-seotion averaged over energy using the slmgle-

partide Schrodinger aquation with complex potential. The us*

of this simple model can be justified theoretically (see the

lectures of liahaux in the present course or ref ./11- 14,? /)

In the frame-work of the microscopic description. The extinction
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rate for the incident bean is given in this aodel by the

imaginary past V of the optical potential which is defined by

the utrix elements of residual interaction V averaged over

sufficiently large energy interval A £. The optical model

•okas a nice combination of practical simplicity which allows

still to trace its connesticn to the basic equations of the

oicroacopic approach. Therefore it is out of competition in

the description of the averaged elastic (or total reaction)

cross-section. It is not possible,however,to use this model

without modifications for inelastic processes.

On* of there modifications is given by the distorted-wave

Bora approximation (MBA) where the amplitude £r of the inelas-

tic process is given in a Born-lits fora:

Here y^i • n d T4- a r e t u e elastic and inelastic channel wave-

functions calculated in the optical aodel potential. DWBA (and

its high energy-modifications - the eifconal theory and Glauber'

theory) belongs also to a semi-phenomenological class because

expression (4) might still be derived from the microscopic

approach (see e.g. /?/, /8/). This derivation shows however

that eg.. (4) is valid only for the direct part of the reaction

processi which proceeds immediately after the initial particle

strilUB the target. Therefore the DWBA cross-section should be

complemented by the contributions coming froa the compound and

pre-compound processes* It is alaost impossible to estimate

these contributions and in practice it is considered to be a

free parameter to fit the theory and experiment.

Because of this incompleteness of the optical model and

DWBA description a number of purely phenoaenologieal

models ia used in practice ̂ rMfh stand completely apart from

the basic Schrodinger equations. All of them are based on

intuitive postulates and therefore contain a good deal of

fitting parameters whose physical meaning dependson the inter-

pretation of the model.

She most well known model deoribing the energy and angular

distributions of the secondary particles is the Intranuclear

cascade one (XHC). There is a good deal of review-papers on

this model (see e.g. / 15 / ) . for a long time it was applied

essentially to describe the reactions caused by high-energy

particles (hundreds of lieV). But recently 3ome attempts were

done with reasonable sucess to describe within this model the

reactions with lower-energy incident beams / 16,17 /•

09M IMC is usually assumed to give a simple classical imita-

tion of the history of nucleon-nucleus collision obtained

with the aid of the computer. The algorithm of this method,

suggested long ago / 18 / is as follows. Using the computer we

"stage" a number of cases when the incident particle collides

with the nucleus. In each of these cases the initial particle

causes the cascade of secondary nucleons which leave the nucleus

with a certain energy and momentum. The number of these secondary

particles and their momentum distribution varies sharply from

one case to another. But if we imitate a great number of colli-

sions and average over all of then, the results obtained

would give us the most probable distribution of emitted

particleo. She history of each incident particle transition

through the nucleus is characterized by a number of parameters,

fart of them (e.g. the impact paraaeter)are purely random numbers, 257



'J!he choice of these parameters in the computer is performed

with the aid of random number generators. There ar e; hoc? "er,

parameters whose probabilities depend on the properties of the

nucleus and nucleons (e.g. the distance a nucleon passeu in the

nucleus without collisions which is defined by the nuclion-

nucleon cross-section and the density of nuclear matte?.-;. In

order to obtain tnese parameters ana should sAtasfe 'no each

value of the parameter its probability weight, subdivide the

whole range of parameter variation into steps with equal proba-

bilities and only then apply the random choice procedure within

there steps. In this way we follow the classical trajectory of the

incident nucleon inside the nucleus till the first collision

which produces a couple of secondary nucleons and a hole in the

feral-sea of the target. Shan each secondary nucleon is followed

along the olassical trajectory separately until it leaves the

nuclear volume or makes a new collision. She sum of the hole

energies generated in the cascade defines the excitation energy

of the residual nucleus, me is practically the only phenomenolo-

gical model which predicts the angular distribution of the se-

condary nucleons. Another advantage of inc is that it uses the

nucleon-nucleon cross-section taken from experiment land not as a,

fitting parameter. Although the me algorithm sprang to life in

19*a C see / 18 / ) , its main disadvantage is that practically

nobovy oonsiderad which eq.ua.tion underlies this algorithm or how

it is connected with the basic Schrb'dinger equation. She oiuy

obvious point in it is that it uses the classical trajectories

concept which is valid for sufficiently high-energy particles.

This disadvantage leaves ample space for the introduction of a

' number of fitting parameters into the algorithm (like the cut-off

~ l
energy for the secondary particles / 15 / ) , and allows GO use

some vague modifications (lite the reflection and refraction, the

specific fauli principle / 1? /, etc.).

Although the cascade model covers a wider scope of reactions

than SttBA it seema to describe only the fast stage of the reaction

process and is usually complemented in practice by the evapora-

tion model which gives a reasonable description of the low-

energy particle spectra. This model is based on the analogy

with the heated electron gas in metals or with evaporation of

atom?from heated liquid. It is supposed that the excitation

energy left in the nucleus after the first stage is distributed

over a great number of nucleons (compound nucleus model) so that

one can use the concept of temperature distribution for ?ermi-gaa

of nucleons inside the residual nucleus (see e.g. / 13,19 /. Then

one might apply the hypothesis / 20 /, / 21 / of thermodynamic

equilibrium between the heated nucleus and saturated vapor of

emitted nucleons to obtain the following expression for the

emission probability per unit time I( 6 ) of a nucleon with

energy £ from nucleus A forming a nucleus B with excitation

energy

1(6) a'6 - ¥P*
<S)

where 0 (B) is the density of states for excitation energy E,

£5 is the cross section of the absorption of a nucleon with

energy <f by a compound nucleus B (excited up to E& )forming

the compound system A with excitation C* (this cross section

is usually substituted by the optical model absorption cross

section g>. ( 6 ) by the nonexcited nucleus B), Ct = 2e + 1 is<As <7



the spin factor and II - the reduced mass of the system B + nucleon;

Now using the relation between temperature T and level density

One can obtain the approximate Haxwell-like expression for the

evaporation spectrum:

= C(sj)e r

Here I Beans either initial temperature SA (if ^ >>^>t;tuH.s>J'

E&?7& ) or final temperature I B (if £
 <<EA~^fi,^i, *

 a n d tn"

factor CC 6 ,T) is supposed to depend smoothly on £ , T and

some other properties of systems A and B. Because of this asbi-

guities eq. (7) is almost never used for the calculation of the

absolute cross-sections and I serves as a parameter to fit the

experimental data to eq. (7). Those drawbacks of the model on

fundamental level arise again from the fact that it has no con-

nection with the basic Schrooinger equation. This giveB rise to

many questions: is it possible to apply the thermodynamlc equi-

librium condition when there is no saturated vapour in the sys-

tem, which temperature characterize; the evaporation spectrum

(7), when each new particle leaving the system causes a conside-

rable decrease of excitation energy (and this is just the normal

case for the nucleus) etc. Still this model proved to be very use-

ful in the description of the low-energy part of emitted particle

spectrum, 'fhis gave rise to the combined cascade-evaporation theo-

ry (see e.g. / 15 / ) , where all the energy remaining in the re-

sidual nucleus (essentially in the form of hole excitation) was

considered to be transformed into the temperature and to cause

only evaporation. In other words the nucleus immediately after

the cascade stage was considered to be in equilibrium state. But

these attempts did not allow to reproduce the experimental sfectra.

therefore a new group of so called pre-equilibrium models

appeared. Its introduction was based on the following reasoning.

The cascade stage produces a number of holes in the $ermi- sea

of the target nucleus and some particles above the Jfermi surface.

But the distribution of these quasi-particles is still far from

a temperature one. it takes time for the system to come to the

temperature equilibrium state via the exchange of nucleon energy

in the two-body collisions. During this time a number of particles

might be emitted and a certain part of excitation energy loot.

Historically the first version of this group of models was

suggested by Griffin / 22 / (the exciton model). But we shall

rather consider in our lectures the more sophisticated time-

dependent versions of the pre-equilibrium models,because as we

shall see later one can trace the connection of these models

with the fundamental Schrbdinger equations easier than in the

case of simplified closed (time-integrated) forms of pre-equili-

models.

The most detailed version of these time-dependent models is

the Harp-killer-Berne (HUB) model / 23, 16 / which makes use of

master equations. She guiding idea of the model is quite trans-

parent . If we believe in the success of evoparation model and

in the idea that the particles in the nucleus can be therma-

lized like any quantal or classical gas then one should look

for the equation which describes this thermalization process in

statistical physics .Shis description is given by master equations 259



of Uehling-Uhlenbeck / 24 / in quantum mechanics or by Boltznann

kinetic (master) equations in olassical approach. Therefore the

HUB model considers a target nucleus as a box filled with Fermi-

gas at zero temperature which forms a fermi-sea. In describing

the reaction induced by a nucleon they say that at the initial

moment t = 0 the incident particle is inserted into this box

on one of the empty high-energy levels ( see flgo 1aj« for the

sake of computational simplicity all the energy space of the

single-particle levels is divided into the bins of energy A £

(gig. 1b). Bach i-th bin contains a number Q-i of single-

particle states A£

(8)

where the Fermi-gas state density is
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(9)

Here fi = (2s + 1) is the spin factor, VQ means nuclear volume,

M is the nucleon mass, while j> and £ mean momentum and

energy (counted from the bottom of the nuclear well).

Assuming the occupation number of the bin to be n^ one can

express the number of particles in the i-th bin as:

How this systea of particles would remain stable in time unless

we allow them to collide with each other exchanging their energies.

The transition probability (per unit time) for the collision

j —•» k • 1 is taken to be

v° V**'8**
Here is the nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering cross-

section averaged over angles (or simply taken for 90° velocity

vectors;. The sum in the denominater due to the Kroneckar symbol

o goes over the states that are allowed within the nucleus in

nucleon-nucleca scattering.

How in order to obtain the master equation one only needs to

trace the change of particle number S^ in each bin. Xhis change

is caused by the following reasons:

xne collision of the particles in k-th ana l-tn bins brings

one particle into the i-th bin and the other into the j-th one

k + 1 —s*- i + a

The particle change due to this process, taking into account

Pauli principle, eq.. (11) and energy conservation is

(12)

collision 1 + j k + 1 causes the decrease of

m * -fe.

Now Bumming up the "gain" and "loss" terms (12;-K'a3) one obtains

the well "-known usual quantum master equation:



(HI* assua* a» usual that in eleaentary collisions ^ii-*xl~

— 00 . .. - OJ. :u o )• Xnis aquation describes the

process of theraalization in statistical physics and w* Icnow

that its solution foe large tines gives the equilibrium teapsra

ture distribution of Fermi-gas:

— (15)

This means that particles confined in a dosed system (even

if it is & very large box) will interchange their energies in

two-body collisions until the system reaches a temperature

equilibrium.

But a nucleus is not a closed system - it might emit particles

with sufficiently high energy to be in continuum (6>6-+£,. . ).

Therefore in HUB model a new sink term was introduced artificial-

ly into «q. (14), namely the particle loss due to the emission

of particles from nuclear volume VQ into the "laboratory" volume

&G i where their energy is £•, -6^ ~U ( U is the depth of

the nuclear well):

The probability h)--^, was (in the spirit of evaporation mo-

del) taken to be proportional to the optical model absorption

cross-section ^ s ( ^')>

%c C17)

Q,/ is defined in analogy to 0,: as the number of single-

particle states in the external "laboratory" volume A o •

Thus in HUB model one needs to solve a systea of coupled

equations:

£

(18)

The practical disadvantage of this model is its computational

complexity. In addition to it, the model does not predict the

angular distributions (but this is true practically for all the

pre-equilibrium models, except the cascade one). On the other hand,

this model contains no free parameters and seems to be quite close

to the microscopic description of reactions. Unfortunately, it still

belongs to a pure phenomenological class because it was not derived

from SchrSdinger equations. But it seems to be quite general in two

senses: 1) in principle, it seems to cover the description of all

the reaction process from the beginning to the end; 2) other versions

of pre-equilibrium models seem to be simplified and less detailed

forms of this model. One should also point out that in principle

master equations of the type of eq.(14) can be derived from

SchrOdinger equations though under some special conditions, and a

good deal of famous scientists contributed to this derivation in

various ways (for instance, Fauli, Landau, Bogolyubov, Van Hove,

Frigogine, Shrenfest). But it still remains to prove that these

special conditions can be fulfilled in nuclear reactions. Another 281



difficulty arises from the fact that these derivations were performed

for closed systems and therefore led to eq. (14) without the specific

sink term (16) which occurs in HMB equations. As a guess, the form

(16), (17) of this term also does not seem to be a good one. First,

the division of space into interior and exterior regions seems to be

rather classical. In quantum mechanics each continuum state with

non-vanishing wave function is defined in all the coordinate space

(0 -$ f Sec ). Second, let us consider the cross-section in the

elastic channel as defined by HMB master equation (18). This cross-

section should by definition be proportional to the number of

particles with initial energy do emitted from the nucleus. From

eqs. (16), (17) we see that this number HQ ~ 6" ftp. On the

other hand, we know from quantum mechanics that No"* ̂ elastic

and that the elastic cross-section is a part of the total cross-

section which remains after subtracting the absorption. Thus, if we

assume that eqs.(16),(17) are good, we are forced to believe that

the increase of ^ leads to the increase of © elastic *

whereas our common sense and quantum mechanics say the inverse.

Therefore, the form of the sink term (16),(17) looks suspicious.

As mentioned above, the HUB model gives a rather detailed

description of pre-equilibrium process using realistic parameters

which are fixed outside the model (radius and depth of the average

nucleon well, fres nscleon-nucleon elastic scattering cross-sections).

One pays for this detailed description by solving a number of coupled

differential equations (18). In order to simplify the computations

(and the model) one can leave the detailed occupation number de-

scription and specify the nuclear state by the excitation energy E

and by the total number of particles (above the Fermi-surface) and

holes (n = p + h) without bothering much how this energy is shared

between these particles and holes, i.e. assuming that all the possi-

bilities to share this energy between them are equal. Although

usually the common name for particles above the Fermi-surface and

for holes is quasiparticles, it turned out historically that in pre-

equilibrium models they were called excitons, and the models specify-

ing the nucleon state by exciton number fV were called exciton

models. Instead of the occupation number evolution n^(t), in the

exciton model one traces the evolution of the probabilities P(n,t)

that there are n excitons in a nucleus (see Fig.2). The initial state

in the nucleon-induced reaction is characterized by the exciton

number nQ=1. Then the two-body collision of the incident particle

with one of the target nucleons might change the energy of the

incident particle and produce a particle-hole pair creating a

system with n=3 (in the exciton model all the possible n=3 con-

figurations are assumed to be created equally likely). The next

collision between one of the two excited particles and a nucleon in

Fermi-sea or between two excited particles might create the follow-

ing states: 1) n = 5 (creation of a new pair), 2) n = 1 (one of the

particles fills the hole), 3) n = 3 (a different 3p 1 h state is

formed). The probability ( X+) A_ Or \Q ) Of each occurrence is

assumed to be defined by the average matrix element of two-particle

collision B and by the density of accessible final states*

The accessible number of states p^/ for each type of transitions

w»s calculated by Williams /25/ in the case of equidistant single -

particle spectrum with density g :

A

_l



-*=/L (n) - Y (20)

the

It is obvious that the equilibrium should be reached when the rates

of increase A , and decrease A __ of the exciton number become

equal. From this condition and eqs.(20) one can define (in the

typical case of 0E>>1) the equilibrium exciton number
Q

One can also see from (20) that for small exciton numbers

increase of complexity prevails* A >> A_ . Thus from the initial

excited state the system prefers to go in the direction of equi-

librium sharing its excitation among more and more particles.

Using now the probabilities F (n,t) one can write instead of

equations (14) another set of master equations /26/ s

(21)

- Pfat)EA<.(")+A-(1)1
For a givei* exciton number there might exist some configurations

in which at least one particle has excitation energy £ in excess of

its binding energy C L^aia,, • This particle might be ercitted from

the nucleus. The probability per unit time of this emission is

defined in the exciton models as;

Here S= £~U is tae "asymptotic" energy of the emitted

particle (in the external region), $•(£) ie *&e density of single-

particle states inside the nucleus, the last factor is the number

of single-particle states in the laboratory volume Su (equal to

g •, in eq.(16) of the HUB model). The first factor in (22)

defines the relative statistical weight of configurations with one

particle having energy & in excess °f the Binding energy among

all the n-ezciton configurations in a nucleus. This factor sub-

stitutes the n^ probability of the HUB model (see eq. (16) because of

the exciton model simplifying assumption that all the ways of sharing

energy between the excitons are statistically equal. This assumption

seems to be rather dubious because, if one takes the Ericson /27/

expression for densities ft (t.J , then :

}*(*)
This shows that the particle emission is favoured for more complica-

ted configurations with large exciton numbers n, while one should

rather expect the inverse. The other two factors in (22) mean the

emission probability of a particle £ from the excited nucleus

(compare with eqs.(16), (17) ). Our doubts concerning the use of

absorption cross-section 6* in (22) were expressed earlier

in connection with HUB expression (17).

In more refined versions of exciton master equations /28/ the

emission of particles is taken into account (it was neglected in

eq.(21) ):

(21 a)
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Here X- means the type °* emitted particle and I (.6 ) is defined

by eg. (22). From the computational point of view, it is much easier

to solve a system of equations (21a) than the HMB system (18). But

the penalty for this simplification is rather heavy. The matrix

element M (see eq.(20) ) is now a free parameter of the theory

which is very difficult to relate to the experimental nucleon-nucleon

cross-sections used in ICU and HMB models (for more detailed studies

of this problem see e.g. /29/, /30/, /3V ). Therefore, the exoiton

models do not predict the absolute yields and are normalized to fit

tha experiment better. Since it is impossible to define the absolute

energy loss during the pre-equilibrium process, it is difficult to

assign the temperature of the equilibrium part of spectra within the

exciton model. Therefore, the lack of knowledge about Si allows to

vary freely not only the absolute magnitude, but also the shape of

the spectrum. In addition to all these ambiguities, even the

initial number of excitons nQ is also considered to be a free

parameter for fitting experiments. For the nucleon-induced reactions

the best fit parameters nQ vary from 2 to 5 (see e.g. /26/, /30/ )•

All these points make the exciton models at the present stage to be

rather descriptive than predictive.

Although eq.(21a) is easier in computation than eq.(18), it

still requires some time to solve this system. In oruer to circumvent

this difficulty, one can use'a wide class of closed-form exciton

models. Since for the computation of particle yields

264
one still needs knowledge about F (n,t), all these closed-form

modelB use some additional assumptions concerning the quantities

JP (n,t) dt. I will not consider all these models, since their

detailed treatment will be givt'n in the following lectures of Prof.

Seeliger and other lecturers (fur further details of the pre-equi-

librium models considered one can also look through ref./2, 29-33/ )•

In ay opinion (taking into account the above mentioned descriptive

character of the exciton models) and from the point of view of the

application to the experiment, these closed forms are not much

inferior to the time-dependent exciton versions. On the other hand,

they are much simpler in computation and give a reasonable descrip-

tion of the experimental data.

To sum up our brief review of the present situation in the

nucleon reaction theory, I would like to show a schematic picture

in gle»3. (I did not include the statistical theory into the scheme

of Fig.3 and into my discussion, although it presents good examples

of practical semi-phenomenological models for several reasons.

First of all, you have already listened to lectures on the subject

by Dr. Moldauer. Secondly, I am going to advocate in the following

a version of statistical approach to nuclear reactions which

provides a good bridge between the SchrBdlnger equation (1) and the

phenomenological models and which overlaps partially /'+/ with the

more conventional statistical approaches).

From the previous discussion.-we see that the main disadvantage

of the microscopic models is that they are not valid (or too com-

plicated) for practical calculations. The semi-phenomenological

models are quite practical but they do not cover the whole process

of reaction. The phenomenological models are quite practical but

they lack the fundamental derivation connecting them to the micro-

scopic approach. This is bad not only from the puristic theoretical

point of view, but also because it doe3 not allow to define the

I



domains of their application and leave ai'ple space to vaguely defined

(or simply free) parameters and to further modifications caused

rather by the choice of their authors than by physical reasoning.

In spite of all that, they still work and give a reasonable descrip-

tion of experimental data. Therefore, it presents a challenge to a

theorist to find why they do work.

III. Why do the phenomenological models work?

In order to build a bridge connecting the most general time-

dependent ScturBdinger equation with phenomenological models, let us

inspect both sides again. As has been mentioned in the Introduction,

the microscopic theory of reactions usually employs almost mono-

chromatic ( A E-*0) wave-packets that allow to make use of the

stationŝ ry equation (2). The solution of this equation y> is

obtained by di&sonallzins the Hamiltonian matrix using the basis jfy

of the H eigenfu»c:6i<?i>s:
0

ty ~ S CA fx ~~~~ (23)
-A

The S symbol means the sum over bound states and integral over con~

tinuum. The Lippmann- Schwinger formalism allows to connect the C,

coefficients with S-matrix and reaction cross-sections. Usually

(see e.g. /8/ ) H is taken to be a shell-model Hamiltonian for non-

interacting particles. Then ^ | are the antisymmetrized products

of single-particle shell-model wave-functions corresponding to a

given configuration A.

In treating the phenomenology we pointed out that the HMB

master equation seems to stand closer to quantum mechanics than all

the other models. We also mentioned in discussing the sink term (16)

that the continuum state wave-function in quantum mechanics is

defined in all the coordinate space. A good example is provided by

the plane-wave

n£)= e (24)

which shows that the particle in this state might be found with

equal probability everywhere ( - oo 5- r$ oo ). On the other hand,

our common sense and physics say that the particle should move in

space and time. In order to observe this motion in quantum mechanics,

one needs to construct a wave-packet U) out of the plane-waves

(24) ;

(25)

It is assumed and proved (see e.g./6/ ) that physical results depend

only on the average energy E and characteristic width ^ S of the

distribution A (E, E ) and not on its particular shape (e.g. step-

like, Lorenzian or Gaussian). If one takes for simplicity a step-like

A function where the width A E {k(£,£'J) equals j^v for £-AE*E'&E*-*E

and 0 elsewhere), then eq.(25) will give us (provided that E = ^~ ):

***** l p i i. /jV'* *• i *~ •£•

(26)

Here 1r- — is the velocity of the particle, 'fe is the plane-

wave function at average packet energy E and G(r,t) = .— h-t)t±K

is the function which describes the evolution of the packet as a 265



whole. It shows that at a given moment of time the packet particle

might be localized in space with the accuracy ^ T ~ _r^ , while

in time it moves along the classical trajectory r = vt. (We made a

Taylor expansion of E1 (k') in the exponential of integral (26) and

neglected the second-order terms which cause the spread of the

packet and might be made small /6/ provided &K < K ). Now, if we

insert this packet into a volume of radius E » A r (i.e. AK- R-=>1),

it will propagate through the volume like a classical particle and

leave it after time t a? •£• . But if the volume is small with respect
If

to the packet length H « A r (i.e. A K R « 1)> then the packet

will leave this volume after time t fW ̂~ - J V - 'C (fC is

the packet duration in time). This latter case ( £"-*<*») is

treated in the conventional stationary description of reactions.

With a bit of skill one can show (see e.g. /2/ ) that the same

situation takes place when we use the potential scattering wave

functions instead of plane waves, provided the potential phase-

shifts <5 vary smoothly with energy (to be exact,^ ̂  R where

E Q is the radius of nuclear potential), i.e. provided there are no

single-particle potential resonances (which is a good approximation

for the realistic Woods-Saxon potential , as we shall see later).

These preliminaries show that if one wishes to see the emission

of particles occupying the continuum states from the internal nuclear

volume, one needs to use the wave-packet technique. It also shows

that the rate of emission of a sufficiently long (AK* H < 1)

packet from the interior potential region is defined by the packet

time £*•= &• . Therefore, in our approach we used instead of the

stationary functions the wave-packets (t):

Here ^ (t) = f^ Q. * A , and the meaning of <f and & is

the same as in eq. (26). Then instead of the conventional expansion

(23) one obtains the non-stationary expansion:

(28)

which is the solution of the time-dependent eq.(1). Here C-t are
A

averaged over energy A E, while

( 2 9 )

describes both the evolution (̂  (t) of the particular component

^ in the wave-function y , as well as the evolution Gj, (t)

of the packet as a whole.

Now the master equation is of statistical origin. Therefore, in

all the standard derivations of master equations from the SchrBdinger

one it is necessary to operate with quantities averaged over large

statistical ensembles. In our case of nuclear reaction we consider

an ensemble which consists of a large number of pairs: "one target

nucleus + one particle of the incident beam". This seems to be the

most obvious ensemble generated in each nuclear reaction experiment.

Then following the usual ways (see /2/ for details) one might derive

from eq.(1) the master equation for the coefficients (29):

2B6

-1 (30)

is the residual interaction matrix

is a "finite" delta-function (which

E around E), the index < > means

averaging over statistical ensemble.

- £
is non-zero in the range



Vaster (or balance) equations (30), as all the master equations,

seem to be quite transparent from the classical point of view: the

change of probability is defined by the balance between the gain and

the loss caused by residual interactions. But this in general is not

true ia quantum mechanics because successive collisions should

interfere with each other, and in addition to mere probabilities

\V\\i\ in eq. (30) one should get the interference cross-terms.

Therefore, eq.(30) is derived /2/ from the SchrBdinger eq. (1), only

provided the following two conditions are fulfilled: 1) The wave

packets employed are sufficiently broad in energy (short in time),

so that A E > P s p r e a d . where P a p r e a d characterizes the change

of C i during the time period T~ -^- • At the first stages of the

reaction P st)I,ead equals approximately the imaginary part Yv of

the optical model potential. Then it gradually decreases due to

thermalization down to the inverse life-time of the compound state

r*.a P in the case of isolated compound resonances).
*• compound

2) The members of our statistical ensemble are uncorrelated, i.e.

there is no correlation between the particles in the incident beam.

The meaning of the first condition becomes obvious if one re-

collects that the time between the two successive collisions

£ » 2L = i . Then this condition means T < t_ .

*W' V r ifrltuf C°U

Indeed, if the packets are shorter in time than the interval between

successive collisions, the amplitudes of these successive collisions

will not interfere (there is no interference between the non-over-

lapping wave-packets in quantum mechanics).

The second condition is a bit deeper. As it was pointed out by

Austern /3<t-,?/ in his discussion on Freedman's and Weissicopf's time-

dependent interpretation of the optical model /14/, each of the

physical wave-packets in the accelerator is very narrow in energy

(long in time). The poor resolution experiment means only that the

accelerator beam consists of the incoherent (uncorrelated) mixture

of these long wave-packets. Just this incoherency allows to use in

the theoretical description of these poor-resolution measurements

the short wave packets <£ = -^. .

Summing up these two conditions, we see that the master equation

approach (30) is valid for the description of poor resolution experi-

ments with sufficiently large A E. Therefore, the cross-sections

obtained with the aid of C i coefficients (see below) will describe

only the averaged behaviour of the experimental cross-sections. But

this is the price we pay for substitution of the complicated

SchrBdinger equation (1) by the much simpler eg. (30).

Our eq. (JO) differs from the usually derived master equations

of the type (14) in one significant detail. The H/Qfc symbol in it

means j&- I "^^'/d~t • 'Using the terminology of gas and fluid

dynamics, this is a "substantive" derivative which describes the

change of I C\I in a moving wave-packet. We are sitting inside

the moving packet and observe the particle changes in it caused only

by the two-body collisions. In order to see the total changes which

occur inside a fixed volume in space (say, inside the nuclear ,
of iC I

volume V o), one must switch over to the "local" derivative J, *
which is related to the "substantive" one "iHu as follows*

Dt

(31)

Thus, if we are going to describe with eq.(30) what happens

inside the nuclear volume (use -jp in eq. (30) ), then we shall find 267



in addition to the usual collision term (r.h.s. of eq.(30) ) a "sink"

term iQtl '^' which shows that even in the absence of collisions

the continuum wave-packet particle leaves the nuclear volume after

a time defined by the packet duration C'= A u • This is a specific

property of the open finite systems compared to the closed

systems treated in all the previous derivations of master equations.

If A E is small enough to provide for inequality R AK «£ 1 (see

discussion following eq.(26) where E is a nuclear radius), then the

continuum configuration (i.e. that which contains at any rate one

particle in continuum) wave packet (v. (£) inside the volume r < H

might be approximated by a step-like wave function

'*' ~* ' (32)
i otherwise

— rv/

Then for the interval T one can substitute C\ for C^ in

eq.(30). The presence of the "sink" term in this equation will lead

to a special type of initial conditions in the solution of (30),

namely the integration of (30) for each successive new interval

should be carried with the zero initial condition for C^ belonging

to the continuum configurations. This means that by the end of each

interval 'C the continuum configuration wave packets leave the

nucleus, and their population at the next stage should start with

zero. Each wave packet *pA that left the interior region during

the interval ~to^'ti!t.B+'C might be detected at r -*• °° contribu-

ting to the first stage cross-section for the transition from the

initial state Ag into the final state A . By definition, this

cross-section is equal to the transition probability I Ci(t±,tf'E)l

per unit time per unit incident flux times the number of accessible

final state

t-F
(33)

Here F means the incident flux.

The bound state configurations are all localized within the

nucleus, therefore their Qrijt) = const, for all the t values, and

the corresponding C-it'i) change monotonously (no sink terms).

During the next interval 't+'L^- C^"t0
1' *>* the continuum

configurations will be populated again by transitions from the fcound

state configurations that were excited during the first stage (mind

that, due to the two-body character of V interactions, these are

essentially the doorway configurations of the 3-quasiparticle type).

By the end of this new interval the continuum wave packets will leave

the nucleus again contributing to the cross-section (33) of the

first stage. Thus, the total cross-section by the time ~t,+2i£ will
o

be a sum of two components

(33a)

which might be called the direct-reaction and doorway components,

respectively. We can proceed in this way for further time intervals

•&• bringing the new contributions to the total cross-section

from excitation of more and more complicated configurations:

'-»„•**
(33b)

The corresponding S-matrices are related to C, coefficients in a
A

conventional (see e.g./6/ ) way:

(3*)

J



In using eqs. (33), (34), one should keep in mind that the expansions Introducing the matrix element V averaged over A and the

(23), (28) usually employ j0j wava-functions for the continuum

states1 configurations, while the final states in (33 ) •. (34) are

naturally defined in terms of functions which are related to

(35)

density jÔ j of inelastic states, we get the extinction law for the

incoming packets

(38)

Here Sp is the potential scattering S-matrix in the average field

Now we are able to show /3/ that our master equations will give

under various approximations the results known in the micrcscopic

and semi—phenomenological models.

First we can see that in the limiting case V = 0 (no residual

interactions between nucleons) eq.(30) describes just the potential

elastic scattering. Indeed, consider the initial condition ICjUij"'*,.

( A 0 is the entrance channel characterized by the configuration

*Pi^ ). Taking into account eqs. (34) and (35), one obtains the

total S-matrix in this cases

The rate of absorption W is here defined in the same way (see e.g.

/7/ ) as the imaginary part of the optical model potential

(39)

where P'*-Ao)
 i s t h e s u m o f t n e doorway configurations state

densities Ok .

In order to find the reaction Ao~*A cress-section in the

same approximation, we neglect in (30) all the transitions except

at
V (40)

(36)

Now l e t us consider the f irst order perturbation (in V) solution of

eq.(30) for the f irst stage of the reaction ~tQi t^te
i''^. Again

le t us assume the in i t ia l conditions ICiCt)/ ' v <5JJ . I n the

entrance elastic channel we then can neglect the reverse transitisiu

to

This equation with the aid of eqs.(33), (35) leads to the following

cross-sections

,4
(41)

from inelastic channels A '•

d-t
(37)

••' 3 is the Born expression which takes into account the distortion

of the initial and final states in the average field H . One can

take into account the results of eqs. (37), (38) and introduce

absorption in channels /) A . OChen (41) will completely coincide

with
•o,'

expression (see eq.(4) ). 2E9
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Let us now demonstrate that the purely phenomenologioal models

might also be obtained as special approximate solutions of eq.(30)

under different conditions* In order to do this , i t i s better to make

a transition from the configuration probabilities representation

(C (t)f *° t I i e single-particle state occupation numbers n^(t) (the

technique of this transition i s given e.g. in ref. /35 / ) . Then,

instead of eq. (30), one gets:

<

Herd <" > means again the ensemble averaging and wil l be omitted

further on, fVKli)~ fl^fi) l&K(i)l in analogy with (29), and

describes the evolution of the single-particle wave packet

with quantum numbers k. The "substantive" derivative J^onthelsft hand

side of (3Oa) is related to the local derivative 3L

way as it is done in eq.. (31) :

- 7L
Kdi

 = / V dt At

in the same

(31a)

Thus we obtained the master equation of the Uehling-Uhlenbeck type

with the additional "sink" tarm %K ,\J^- m »«re

for in the discussion of TTMR equations. Now the exact shape of this

term is defined by the exact shape of the packet A (E^, E'fc) (see

eas. (25), (26) ), but it obviously differs from the sink term (16),

(1?) of the HUB model. Let us consider first the case of A E

fulfilling the condition R-AK < 1. Ihen, as we have seen earlier,

2JQ the rate of emission is defined by the packet time 'C . One can

take, for instance, the Lorentzian sbape of A (E, £ ). This leads toi

(32a)

Then the "sink" term would be:

dt

And one can write (30a) in the internal region of the nucleus:

(For the tound states, as usual, ^rr- = 0, and there is no sink

term). We have introduced here the transition probabilities

related to the matrix slements of two-body interactions between the

single-particle states \D in the central f ie ld af HQ averaged

over p directions (for continuum) and magnetic quantum numbers

(for bound states) . We have also approximated the integrals over

continuum by the sums which led to the appearance of the single-

particle state numbers g and Eronecker symbols instead of f in i te

S-functions. Comparing this equation with the HUB eq. (18), we see

that they differ in two respects: 1) The form of the sink term i s

defined by 1* in our case and merely reflects the fact that the

packet of continuum states leaves the fixed volume during the time



£":= £- .2) The single-particle state densities P , necessary

to calculate g (see eq.(8) ), for continuum states differ very much

from those employed by the HMB model. In principle, they are defined

by the single-particle potential phase-shifts "%/ft (see e.g./36/)

but if one neglects them (.—.< R. which means essentially the
a K

absence of the narrow single-particle potential resonances), then

one can use /36/ the Fermi-gas expression for them which is similar

to eq.(9)»

(9a)

but contains the asymptotic energy <£ and momentum fa which

are much "smaller than the local energies £ employed in HUB

equations:

6=e-u
where U is the depth of the nuclear well.

Both points of deviation between eqs.(3Ob) and (18) are caused

by a more proper treatment of the boundary conditions of the open

systems in eg.. (30b). Later on we shall show numerically the signifi-

cance of these deviations. But now let us turn to the evaporation

stage. If instead of the shape (32a) one uses the step-like expres-

sion (32) for & (we again point out that the physical results

should not depend on the particular choice of A(E, B ) ), then for

each time interval 'C one can use instead of (30a) the Uehling-

Uhlenbeck equations (14), but with specific initial conditions of

"cleanine" the continuum states after each integration over time.

As we know, the Uehling-Uhlenbeck equations lead to thermal equilibri-

um with 'temperature distribution (15) for Fermi gas. In our case

chls equilibrium might exist for a time interval t . After this

interval the particles in the continuum will leave the nucleus

giving contribution to the yield ^Jfc which is proportional to

(see (15) ) and the continuum state density <fj>(6) ~ ft «

-s.

This is just the formula used in the evaporation theory (see eq.(7) )•

During tha next interval the equilibrium might be reached again, but

the temperature of the system would be lower, because part of the

excitation energy was carried away at the previous stage by the

emitted particles. Therefore, in our version of evaporation model

the temperature would gradually go down and the complete equilibrium

will be reached when all the excitation energy is emitted from the

system leaving the cold residual nucleus. This is a realistic result

which appears in our master equations because we consider a finite

open system.

Let us now consider the case of large A B, so that R A K > 1.

Then we are able to localize the particle wave-packet inside the

nucleus with the accuracy of i r ~ - . As soon as A r becomes

smaller than the characteristic length (mean free path for homogeneous

nuclear matter distribution or surface diffuseness in the Fermi dis-

tribution model), one can use the local momentum approximation

assigning the momentum p (t~J to the particles between successive

collisions. Then the role of quantum number K in eq.(30a) is per-

formed by the momentum p K , Q (rzj has the form (26) and the

occupation numbers ^ ( * ) become just the classical distribution

function P ( 3, , r, t):



Then, instead of master equations (30a), we obtain the Boltzmann-like

equations:

(46)

a usual substantive one which is related to

The collision term fy
contains integration in the matrix element over the volume

The derivative

the local derivative in a usual way:

(4?)

The third term here takes into account tho change of O due to the

existence of the nuclear average potential field U (r ). Eq. (46)

differs from the Boltzmann kinetic equation only because it takes

into account the Pauli principle. Now we can learn something from

gas dynamics which uses the Boltzmann equation as the fundamental one.

It is well known there (see e.g./37/ ) that a good approximate way

to solve this equation is given by the random choice procedure which

coincides with Goldberger's algorithm of the intranuclear cascade

model. To end up with the derivation of the phenomenological models,

I would like to mention that in order to obtain the exciton master

equation (21) or (21a), one should start with our eq.(30), recollec-

ting that \C\(t)\ - /\ t&) is the probability for the existence

of configuration /\ . Averaging eq. (30) over configurations contai-

ning the same number of excitons, one immediately arrives at the form

(21a) where again one should modify the continuum state densities

272 appearing In ̂  .̂through (19) in a way similar to (9a). As to the

emission rates (22), one might claim in analogy to eqs.(32), (32a)

that they should be inversely proportional to <C .

Thus we have proved that our master equations for finite open

systems overlap strongly with the semi-phenomenological models and

produce a good bridge connecting the existing ptienomenological

models with the fundamental SchrBdinger equation (1). Therefore,

instead of the scheme in Fig.3 we are able tc suggest a scheme of

Fig.4. I do not include again the statistical theory into the scheme.

As we have seen, our master equations are of statistical character

because we average the tine-dependent SchrBdinger equations over a

statistical ensemble of colliding pairs — "incident nucleon + target

nucleus". This led us to the time-dependent form of master equation

(30). As has been mentioned above, the group of Agassi, Weidenmuller

and Mantzouranis /5/ got results on the lines somewhat similar to

ours. They started with the stationary Idppmann-Schwinger approach

in the microscopic theory of reactions. Instead of our statistical

ensemble, they introduced the statistical ensemble of the residual

interaction matrix elements and in averaging over this ensemble

assumed a version of random phase approximation (which should cor-

respond to our assumption concerning the absence of correlations

between the samples of our ensemble). In complete analogy to our

approach, they also introduced the condition for averaging interval

A E ̂  'spread' ^ *n*s way *ney obtained from the microscopic

reaction theory an equation which coincides with the exciton model

master equation (21a) integrated over time ( J dt). This necessity
o

of time integration in their approach is obviously caused by the

fact that they started with the Lippmann-Schwinger equation which is

obtained from the SchrBdinger equation (1) with the aid of time-

integration over a very long wave-packet ( tU-*oo). The use of the



Lippmann-Schwinger equation caused additional limitation in this

theory - it does not allow to treat the case of several nucleons

in the continuum (i.e. the incident nucleon energy larger than ~

jOMQV)' This limitation arises basically from the fact that the

solutions of the Iiippman-Schwinger equation are not unique .Cor the

case of more than 2 bodies (one of them is the target nucleus) in

continuum. (This well-known fact brought to life Faddeev's equations).

But it is also known (see e.g./6/ ) that in the time-dependent wave-

packet theory this difficulty does not appear with the solutions of

eq.(1). Therefore, our approach is in principle free from this

limitation and allows to understand the high-energy INC model. In

addition to the two previously mentioned conditions, Agassi and

Weidenmttller /H-/ used in their derivation the condition I ST)Is' D

(B is the average spacing of the states considered). This brought

one more limitation in their theory - it can be applied only to

initial states with exciton numbers n ̂  3, i.e. it cannot describe

the initial stages of the reaction. We do not need this rather

severe condition in our derivation. Therefore, as it has been demon-

strated, our master equations describe also the initial stages of

reaction including elastic scattering and direct processes. On the

other hand, the stationary approach in /4/, /5/ is closer to the

microscopic theory underlying the conventional statistical models.

This allowed to obtain a number of results of the conventional

statistical theory (i.e. the Hauser-PeBhbach formula) in a more

general way than usual. Perhaps I am not objective in comparing our

approaches, but both theories ?>ere developed independently during

the recent two years, and unfortunately we have not had so far an

occasion for a personal meeting and discussion.

Now a few words about the choice of ttia basis (i.e. about HQ)

in our approach. Our only condition in the derivation of eq.(30) was

A E > P d- Obviously, one should choose the basis in such a way

that A E is smaller than the characteristic distance between the

basic states. In the case of the single-particle shell-model basis

this characteristic distance is of the order of 2ht0«20Me/ ,

while "Spread
 f o r t h e s^S16-?811*1016 statis is, as we have seen

(eq.(37)-(39) ), equal to the imaginary part of the optical model

potential Vv . This shows that one can use this basis for the

description of nucleon-induced reactions at all energies before the

meson-production starts to contribute considerably. (Actually, the

creation of the optical model was caused just by this fact . Other-

wise, we shall still be confined to the archaic black nucleus

approaches). Speaking about the shell-model basis, I should mention

that in our discussion we used the fixed shell-model potential and

did not consider the fact that this potential should be defined

self-consistently by the nuclear density. One can easily find (see

e.g. /38/ ) that, adding to our master equations this self-con-

sistency condition, we shall get a new type of solutions, namely the

zero-sound (i.e. collective excitations of the giant multipole type).

In practice, this addition would mean the necessity to make the

time-dependent Hartrae-Fock calculations simultaneously with the

solution of master equations. Obviously, this straightforward solu-

tion is too complicated numerically and should be performed in some

approximate way. Presently one can neglect this effect because the

existing theoretical /39/ and experimental /40/ estimates show that

the contribution of zero-sound excitation to the cross-sections of

nucleon-induced processes is quite small.
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We can also choose a larger £i E and switch over to the quasi-

classical or local momentum approximation basis, as we have done in

the derivation of the Boltzmann-like eg.. (46). The condition for the

validity of this basis is A E < E . As we shall see later, one might

try to combine the features of several bases.

We have restricted ourselves to the description of reactions

with outgoing nucleons. Formally one can easily include the cluster

emission into the theory, provided the microscopic theory would give

us the appropriate basis. Unfortunately, up to now this basis does

not exist.

Thus, we have shown that the existing phenomenological models

are at any rate the bastards of the high-brow theory. Let us now

examine the portion of noble blood they do contain and what are the

ways to make them quite lawful.

IV. To what extent should one believe in these models?

As we have already mentioned, the exciton models rather describe

the already obtained experiments than predict the results. Since the

matrix elements M are not fixed, one can easily vary the magnitude

and the shape of the emission spectrum. If this does not help, one

can vary nQ as well. Therefore, I highly appreciate the above

mentioned attempts /28-32/ to define II in one way or other. From the

above mentioned derivation of the exciton master equation one sees

that H is the residual interaction matrix element Vkl' averaged

over all the configurations A , which might appear in the nucleus.

The experience of microscopic calculations of Vf•,/ shows that they

vary within very wide limits. Therefore, even if we get the average

value II, the dispersion might still be comparable with this value

because tha molei is oversimplified.

Now there are two other types of phenomenological models that

predict the absolute cross-sections: the HUB model and the cascade

one. The parameters of these models are in principle fixed (i.e. can

be defined with a reasonable degree of accuracy in the independent

experiments). To save time, I shall not demonstrate numerous

pictures comparing experimental data and theoretical calculations

in these models (one can find them e.g. in ref./JO, 41, 16/ ). These

pictures just show that these models give an order-of-magnitude

agreement with the experiment for the incident nucleon energies in

the intervals 18 • 60 Kev. Usually the ™ B model underestimates the

experimental data by a factor of 2-3. The cascade model sometimes

shows better agreement. It seems to me that in order to estimate

the validity of the models, one should rather compare them with each

other. Some examples of such a comparison are shown in Figs.5, 6

borrowed from /30/. The dashed histogram presents the BNL cascade

version, while the solid one corresponds to the ORNL cascade. One can

easily see that the ORNL version reproduces the experiment much nicer

than the BNL one. On the other hand, the main difference between

these two versions is that OENL uses a three-step approximation for

nuclear density and does not take into account the reflections and

refractions of particles, while the BHL version employs the seven-

step representation to reproduce the nuclear potential better and

considers refraction and reflection of the particles on the border

of each step. The question arises immediately! why should the more

sophisticated (and seemingly more realistic) model give poorer

results? The other question is why should the classical ORNL cascade

work better than the quantum-mechanical description of the HMft

model (which is also presented in Figs«5>6) ?
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I would like to discuss both questions using the general

approach of the previous part of these lectures and the results

obtained by our group /42/.

As we have seen (Fig.4), both the HMB and INC mo-

dels are solutions of master equations (30) for different A E

assumptions. The other difference between them arises because the

HHB model solves the master equations exactly, while the cascade is

only an approximate solution of the Boltzmann-like eq.(46). The last

source of difference is that one uses in HMB the angular independent

(averaged over angles between colliding particles) nucleon—nucleon

cross-sections 6^ (see eq.(11) ) and never takes into account

the refraction of particles on the edges of potential, while all the

me models consider the angular-dependent &y and some of them

(BHL version) also take into account the refraction. This last point

of angular averaging simplifies HHB to a great extent, but may cause

difficulties in comparing the results with the experiment. Therefore,

we decided to start with intercomparison of the models under the

same assumptions of angular independence and lack of refraction

leaving the experimental data aside for a while. The aims of this

intercomparison of models within the same approximations (aside from

testing our scheme in F1K.4) are as follows. First, it is interesting

to understand to what extent the proper solution of an open system

by master eq. (30b) with the continuum state densities (9a), (43)

differs numerically from solutions of the HMB master eq.(18) with

the sink term (16),(17) and state densities (9)- On obtaining the

exact solution of master eq.(30b), one can compare it to the ap-

proximate IHC solution and see the accuracy of cascade approximations

in order to find possible ways to increase it. Therefore, we have

performed the numerical solution of eq.(30b) for the model cases of

39 Hev protons incident on ' Fe and °Bi targets, considering

these targets as a mixture of proton and neutron Fermi-gases in a

square nuclear well with radius RQ. As has been mentioned above,

we neglected the reflection and refraction (considering the case

9i < f( ) and used therefore eqs. (9a), (43) for continuum state

densities. In accordance with eqs.(33). (33b), the inelastic cross-

section was defined as follows:

(48)j

Fig.7a shows how the lowest energy part ( £ «w 2 Mev) of the in-

elastic neutron spectrum is formed in time for the ̂ T?e case. One

can see that the reaction process is separated into 2 well-defined

stages. The fast pre-equilibrium stage lasts about 5-10

'— w10
22

(the mean free time between successive collisions

By the end of this period one can see numerically that the bound

state occupation numbers are nicely described by the equilibrium

temperature distribution, while the continuum occupation numbers

demonstrate a faster decrease with energy, contrary to the HMB

results (Fig.3 of ref./23/ ). The second evaporation stage cor-

responding to the plateau of Fig.7a is characterized by much larger

relaxation times (integrating our equations up to t ̂ 1 0 'sec

gains only a percent additional contribution to the fast process
?1cross-section at t = 3-10 sec, although the total evaporation

cross-section in this energy bin is by an order of magnitude larger

than the pre-equilibrium one). This result is also different from

the HIiEB one /23/ shown in Fig.7b. Although they claim that at

sec).
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t ^ 35 '•'(•oil a complete equilibrium is reached, we do not see in

Fig.7b any hints of the cross-section formation slowing down to the

evaporation stage. It seems that the HUB equation underestimates the

role of emission term relative to the collision term for continuum

states. In other words, the HMB box is much more closed than the

actual nucleus. In any case, the behaviour of our system allows to

separate unambiguously the fast and slow stages. This is important,

since the life approximate solution of sq. (46) might obviously be

valid nnly for the fast stage. This approximation is based essential-

ly on the assumption that the densities 0 on the right-hand side

of eq.(46) are time-independent. The standard Itfo never considers

either the hole deexcitation (historically just this fact caused

the appearance of the first exciton model of Griffin). The knowledge

of eq. (46) underlying the I ucalgorithm allowed us to modify the

standard IHC in this respect. Indeed, eq.(46) is seen to be symmetric

with respect to the particle-hole exchange. Therefore, we fix all the

holes excited in the usual cascade process and then apply the

cascade algorithm to trace the hole deexcitation, while the hole

?ises up to energy £ - (Sfc^ainB • T n e hole deexcitation in

higher shells would cause the temperature smearing of the Fermi-

surface rather than the particle emission. Now the second modification

which we introduced into INO originally was done for the

sake of inter-consistency in our two models. Indeed, in calculating

the continuum state density of eq.(9a) necessary for solutions of

eq.(30b), we neglected the narrow potential resonances

which might exist for L> kfl HQ ( C is the angular momentum,

kg = !Si. , RQ =T£ n is the nuclear radius). Therefore, in our

P
cascade calculations we fixed the C value of the secondary

particle after each collision and excluded the collisions giving

rise to particles with I > k^ EQ. This additional selection

caused a drastic change in the spectrum of emitted particles (see

Fig.8). There is a great number of high- {, potential resonances in

a square well because the sum of the centrifugal potential and a

square well produces a step-like barrier at r = RQ for all the

values of v • In the classical lire with refraction (the solid line

in fig.8) the corresponding high- V particles are reflected at this

step and rotate inside the nucleus till the next two-body collision

slows them down. Therefore, the inclusion of our £ < k a R o criterion

enriches the high-energy part of the emitted particle spectrum (see

the dashed line in ?ig.8) and lowers the excitation energy of the

residual nucleus which appears after the cascade stage.

To end up with the intercomparison of the exact master equation

solution and our modified me, we can look at Fig.9» Here the

emitted neutron spectra are shown for the 3?e and Bi cases by solid

lines corresponding to the exact solution of master eq.(30b).

Dashed lines correspond to INC modified only by t < kfl Ho criterion

without the contribution of the hole deexcitation. The dash-dotted

line takes into account the contribution of the hole deexcitation

as well. We see here that our modified INC allows to obtain the

inelastic cross-section within the 20-30 % accuracy even for suf-

ficiently low incident energies (in our case, the incident protons

with E p = 39 Mev). The agreement for the secondary proton spectra

is essentially the same.

Thus we see that proper treatment of continuum states in open

systems modifies the HUB and INC models to such an extent that the



agreement between them becomes considerably better thai-, it was in

purely phenomenological approaches (mind that, if we ased in Fig.9

the semi-logarithmic scale of Figs.5,6 employed in all the compari-

sons of phenomenological models, then our master equation and the

INC spectra would be quite indistinguishable).

It has been a great pleasure to learn that the INC model re-

produces fairly well the pre-equilibrium process because the INC

algorithm is much simpler in the computation than the exact integra-

tion of master equations. To our great surprise, the contribution

of the hole deexcitation to the pre-equilibrium spectra has turned

out to be far less significant than one might expect. As one can see

from Fig.9, it might contribute only to the low-energy part of the

spectrum which is completely dominated by the evaporation process

(the evaporation contribution is not shown in Fig.9, but, as we

have already mentioned, it usually is by an order of magnitude larger

in the low energy region than the pre-equilibrium one).

Now one can come back to the drastic role of the 0 *• —^,^0

criterion in our modified INC (Fig.8). In case the actual nuclear

potential possesses the high- C resonances dropped out by our

additional selection, this criterion, although necessary for our

model intercomparison, would be of no practical use. But one can see

from crude balance estimates of centrifugal repulsion and diffused

Woods-Saxon attraction that the narrow high- u neutron resonances

ara very rare phenomena in actual nuclei. The same fact is demon-

strated by numerical calculations A 3 / of neutron resonances in the

realistic Woods-Saxon potential: the diffuse border of the nuclear

potential contrary to the square well hardly ever provides for the

existence of a sufficiently high barrier to keep a narrow resonance.

Therefore, our 6-<k^R 0 criterion serves a simple but efficient

way to take into account this diffuseness. In a way, this is a

possibility to take into account the shell-model effects into the

INC algorithm. This allows us to understand why the simplified OEHL

cascade version reproduces the experimental data much better than

the sophisticated BNL one. The reflection of particles on the

borders of step-like potential in the BNL version does not allow

them to leave the nucleus. This leads to a large decrease of the

high-energy spectra clearly seen in Figs.5,6.

As has been mentioned earlier, our main point in obtaining

Fig.9 was to coupare the exact and approximate (cascade) ways of

the master equation solution within the same model rather than to

fit the experimental data. Therefore, the cascade curves in Fig.9

were obtained for angular-averaged collision terms Pil<C • How-

ever, we also made modified cascade calculations for °Bi case

with classical refraction (but still with the £ < k R criterion)
(At O

and the realistic angular dependence of I,JK£. C s e e /**/ ) • I n tlie

Bi case the Coulomb barrier is large enough to damp the evaporation

stage contribution, and one can compare the calculated IHC results with

experimental data of ref./45/ (see Fig.1O where our INC results are

given by a dashed histogram, while the solid line is an experimental

one averaged over 4 Mev intervals). The quasi-elastic maximum in the

experiment corresponds to the low-energy collective state excita-

tion in "Bi which is not included in the cascade model. Otherwise,

the agreement is fairly good taking into account that we used a crude

step-like Coulomb barrier penetrability (mind again that we do not

need to use the semi-logarithmic scale in Fig.10).
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All this gives us a rather optimistic feeling that a properly

modified cascade algorithm might be the most practical approximation

for the solution of our master equations, i.e. for the description

of the pre-equilibrium process. Obviously, one cannot use the clas-

sical trajectory concept describing the diffraction of a low-energy

emitted particle on the border of the potential. Presently we are

completing the investigation of this problem, which also allows to

incorporate the shell-model features into the me and gives a more rigorous

proof to our £•< k- H criterion. In a complete analysis of the experi-

mental data one practically cannot separate the pre-equilibrium part

from the equilibrium one. Therefore, we are also cross-examining the

evaporation stage on the basis of our master equations.

We all feel that nuclear physics is reaching the stage of

becoming a mature science. And this means that, in addition to the

already existing qualitative understanding, we are able and need to

start quantitative description based on sound foundations rather

than on pure phenomenology and bright guesses.
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Figure Captions

Pig.1. Harp-Uiller-Berne model

Fig.2. Szciton model acheae

Fig.3. A scheme of present situation in nuclear reaction theory

Fig.4. Present situation in nuclear reaction theory including

master aquations fcr finite open systems

Fig.5« Typical case of intereomparlBon between different pr-e-

equilibriua Models predicting the absolute cross-sections

(ref. / 30 /) for tfe target

Fig.6. Sane as in Fig.5 for Bi target

Fig,.?. Cross-section formation in tine obtained by solving:

a) our master equations / 42 /,

b) EHB aquations / 23 /

Fig.8. IMC «od«l spectrua of secondary protons with (dashed

lina)l< XaB0 criterion and without it (solid linej.

Fig.9 Jiautron apaetra obtained by exact solution of master

equations (solid line) and by modified IHC with (dash-

dottad) and without (dashed line; hole de-excitation

Fig.10. Inelastic proton spectrum for 20?Bi ( p; f> ) case

(Sp 3 39 MeV). Solid lina corresponds to experimental

data of ref. / 45 / averaged OTOT 4 UeV intervals.

Bashed line ia a result cf our modified IUC calculations.
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Jig.9c Hauteon spactra obtained by exact solution
of aaster aquations (solid line) and by
modified ISC with (dash-dotted) and without
(dashed line) hole de-excitation
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JiS> 8. IDC model spectrum of saeosdary pcotons with
(dashsi line) C'<KaBo criterion and without i t
(solid l ine) .

Jig.10. Inelastic proton speetrua for 2 0%l (p, p') caso ( t • 39 HeV).
Solid l isa corresponds to experimental data of ref, / 45 /
aTeragad or«r 4 KeV intarrals. Buhad line la a result of our
•odllied IHO calculation*
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